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This technohistory, a genre invented by the author, is the history of the production and use of the famous
Zero fighter aircraft, the finest dogfighter in the air for most of World War II. Superbly written with an eye
to detail and to the poignant and resonant moment, this poetic, highly charged narrative presents World War
II from the Japanese point of view. Ultimately more than the history of an airplane—though the Zero is
presented with the grandeur due it—this book is an extremely astute presentation of the Japanese character
and world view.

From a North American standpoint, Zero Fighter makes a number of highly interesting points, having been
written for the Japanese market. For example, North Americans are generally not aware of the success of the
Zero fighter or of its significance in Japanese minds. Both the superiority of the aircraft in the early stages of
the Pacific War and the great stature of Jiro Horikoshi as an aircraft designer (he is to Japan what the
designer of the Spitfire is to the U.K.) will come as a revelation to most readers here.

Also completely unknown to most North American readers is the story of the transport section at the Nagoya
Aircraft Works. This information is woven nicely into the book, and has a great deal to say about the
startling quality of Japanese wartime industry: rigid in many ways, while producing a plane of brilliant
originality. The book is a moving picture of the patience of the Japanese in the face of adversity, but perhaps
most important, Zero Fighter>/i> is Japanese. It is not often that a Japanese book is encountered here that
divulges intimate knowledge about such a fascinating subject. There is significant value in this as we enter
an era in which the Japanese and American people must share and respect the other's cultural point of view.
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From reader reviews:

Roderick Donnell:

Do you considered one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold
on guys this particular aren't like that. This Zero Fighter book is readable by simply you who hate the straight
word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without
leaving perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer connected with Zero Fighter
content conveys thinking easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different
in the written content but it just different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Zero Fighter is
not loveable to be your top collection reading book?

John Wannamaker:

The publication with title Zero Fighter has a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
profit after read this book. This particular book exist new know-how the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to find out how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you inside new era of the the positive effect. You
can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Virginia Mack:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information simpler to share.
You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You will
observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Typically the book that recommended for
your requirements is Zero Fighter this publication consist a lot of the information of the condition of this
world now. This book was represented how do the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer use
for explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some research when he makes this book. Honestly,
that is why this book suited all of you.

Thomas Busch:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Zero Fighter was colourful and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Zero Fighter has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on
there. Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and unwind.
Try to choose the best book for yourself and try to like reading that.
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